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ABSTRACT

We carry out several numerical simulations to illustrate how the radial electric field (Er) impacts the edge magnetohydrodynamic (MHD)
instabilities. The analyses reveal that Er-shear (E0r , here the prime denotes the derivative with respect to the radial direction) tends to stabilize
the kink=Peeling–Ballooning modes by dephasing the perturbed radial velocity (~vr) and displacement (~nr). However, Er-curvature (E00r ) tends
to destabilize the kink/peeling modes by inducing a phase lock between ~vr and ~nr . More specifically, the ratio between them could be
measured to quantify their relative competition strength. Consequently, the shape of Er is crucial to the shape of linear growth rate spectrum
cðnÞ (here n is the toroidal mode number), which further determines the nonlinear dynamics. On the one hand, relatively larger Er-curvature
causes narrower cðnÞ, leading to larger nonlinear energy loss fraction. On the other hand, relatively larger Er-shear has the opposite effect.

Published under an exclusive license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0105360

I. INTRODUCTION

In nature, waves exist widely, such as gravity waves in the ocean,1

Rossby waves in the atmosphere,2 Alfv�en waves in the solar wind,3

drift waves in the tokamaks,4 etc. These waves arise from the fact that
there are gradients in the background profiles, and they will propagate
due to vorticity anomalies across the interface. Thus, they all can be
called vorticity waves and may interact, leading to instabilities.5 In
fluid systems, shear flow instability can be interpreted as the interac-
tion of two (or more) vorticity waves, which are driven by vorticity
gradients. The fundamental mechanism is that the vorticity waves can
achieve phase locking and mutual amplification.6 This novel interpre-
tation goes beyond the classical eigenvalue method, since it can only
assess the basic state to be stable or unstable. Intuitively, in magneto-
hydrodynamic (MHD) systems, there are many other different free
energy sources: current gradient, pressure gradient, and so forth. All of
them can produce local vorticity waves and they will interact with
each other. An interesting problem immediately arises: how these

vorticity waves couple and form a joint mode? Therefore, it is signifi-
cant to extend this “new” concept to provide a physically based under-
standing of the nonintuitive MHD instabilities.

In toroidally confined tokamak experiments, the radial electric
field (Er) is a key element for transition from low confinement mode
(L-mode) to high confinement mode (H-mode), which is a reference
scenario for ITER operation.7,8 Once we achieve H-mode, if the gradi-
ent of equilibrium pressure or current is too large, some MHD insta-
bilities such as kink/peeling and ballooning instability may break out.9

One typical “explosive” instability is the edge localized mode (ELM),
and it is bad for confinement.10 Generally speaking, MHD instabilities
in tokamaks may lead to complete plasma collapse if it is treated care-
lessly. Hence, one is more interested in searching for stable equilibria
or methods that can suppress or mitigate these instabilities. By using
neutral beam injection or other strategies,11,12 we could modify the Er
profile to relax transport in a continuously quasisteady process rather
than an intermittent violent one, which is important for determining
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access to different ELM-free states (QH mode,13 EDA-H mode,14

I-mode,15 etc).16 The main two components to form a “U” shape Er
profile are Er-shear (E0r) and Er-curvature (E00r ). In the low density QH
mode regime, it is often accompanied by coherent edge harmonic oscil-
lation (EHO). In high density EDA-Hmode regime, there often appears
quasi-coherent modes. These (quasi-)coherent modes usually localized
in the steep edge gradient region,17–19 where the Er-shear is small but
the Er-curvature is large. Remarkably, the Er-shear usually mitigates the
ballooning modes20 or turbulence transport,21–23 while the Er-curvature
(which is related to vorticity gradient) may drive shear flow instability
from fluid dynamics point of view.6 We speculate that the Er-curvature
may be possibly associated with these (quasi-)coherent modes, which
stimulated our interest to address their underlying relationships and
physics. The joint mode instability in the edge tokamak has been
reviewed in Ref. 24, and this paper presents more details and extensions.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in Sec. II, we intro-
duce our basic model of reduced MHD equations. In Sec. III, we pre-
sent typical numerical simulations to describe vortex-kink mode in the
MHD framework. The further linear and nonlinear simulations in Sec.
IV are mainly about the impact of Er-shear and Er-curvature on
Peeling–Ballooning instability. Finally, brief conclusions and discus-
sions are given in Sec. V.

II. BASIC MODEL

In this work, we use the three-field nonlinear two-fluid reduced
MHD equations under the BOUTþþ framework to construct simula-
tions,25,26 which could include the hyper-resistivity,26 K–H term,27 ion
diamagnetic drift, and gyroviscosity.28 This model describes the evolu-
tions of perturbed vorticity ~x, pressure P, and parallel vector potential
Ajj within flute reduction kjj=k? � 1

d~x
dt
¼ �v1 � r�x0 þ B0rjjJjj þ 2b0 � j0 � rP; (1)

dP
dt
þ v1 � rP0 ¼ 0; (2)

@Ajj
@t
¼ �@jjUþ

g
l0
r2
?Ajj �

gH
l0
r4
?Ajj; (3)

~x ¼ q0

B0
r2
?

~/ þr
2
?Pi

n0Zie

� �
; �x0 ¼

q0

B0
r2
?UV0; (4)

Jjj ¼ Jjj0 �
1
l0
r2
?Ajj; (5)

U ¼ U0 þ ~/ ¼ Udia0 þ UV0 þ ~/; (6)

where d=dt ¼ @=@t þ VE�B � r;rjjF ¼ B@jjðF=BÞ; @jj ¼ b0 � r þ ~b
�r; ~b ¼ rAjj � b0=B; and j0 ¼ b0 � rb0. The E � B convection
flow consists of three parts VE�B ¼ VE;dia0 þ VE;V0 þ V1, where
VE;dia0 ¼ b0 �rUdia0=B balances the ion diamagnetic flow
b0 �rPi0=B; VE;V0 ¼ b0 �rUV0=B corresponds to the net equilib-
rium flow, and V1 ¼ b0 �r~/=B is the perturbed flow with ~/ being
the perturbed electrostatic potential. The net equilibrium flow is
imposed by a hyperbolic tangent function27

VE;V0 ¼ �
Er;net
B
¼ R

Bp

B
dUV0ðwÞ

dw

¼ R
Bp

B
D0 1� tanhðDsðwnor � w0ÞÞ
� �

þ C
� �

; (7)

where wnor ¼ ðw� waxisÞ=ðwsep � waxisÞ is the normalized radial
coordinate, and waxis and wsep are magnetic fluxes at the magnetic axis
and separatrix, respectively. D0 controls flow amplitude, Ds controls
the flow shear, w0 controls the flow location, and C is a constant. The
sign of VE;V0 controls the flow direction. The three-field model is nor-
malized through the plasma major radius at the magnetic axis �R,
Alfv�en time sA, magnetic field intensity at the magnetic axis �B, and ref-
erence ion number density n0, where sA ¼ �R=VA; VA ¼ �B=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
l0n0mi
p

is the Alfv�en velocity, l0 is the permittivity in vacuum, and mi is the
ion mass, respectively. Consequently, the time dependent variables
are normalized as P̂ ¼ 2l0P=�B2

; ŵ ¼ w=�R; x̂ ¼ sAx=ðn0miÞ; Ĵ jj
¼ �l0

�RJjj=�B; /̂ ¼ /=ðVA�R�BÞ; V̂ ¼ V=VA. The grid numbers in the
radial and poloidal direction are nx � ny ¼ 516� 64 and in the toroi-
dal direction is nz¼ 16 for linear simulations and nz¼ 64 for nonlinear
simulations. To save simulation time and increase the efficiency, when
performing nonlinear simulations with multi-mode initial perturba-
tions,29,30 only half torus is simulated and 16 harmonics are retained,
which implies that the toroidal modes included are n ¼ 2i for
i ¼ 0; 1;…; 16. In addition, the n¼ 0 net flow and n¼ 0 magnetic
field generation are not included (i.e., set to zero) in the nonlinear
simulations.

It should be noted that our system contains three drivers and two
suppressors: the current gradient drives kink/peeling instability, the
pressure gradient drives ballooning instability, and the vorticity gradi-
ent drives Kelvin–Helmholtz (KH) instability. The Er-shear and mag-
netic shear usually suppress these instabilities. Generally, they are
coupled and interact with each other to govern the edge dynamics.
Due to the large bootstrap current in the steep pressure gradient
region, where the Er-shear and global magnetic shear is relatively
weak,27,31 some low-n instabilities may be destabilized by equilibrium
vorticity or current gradient there. From the vorticity wave interac-
tion’s perspective, these drivers and suppressors would affect the global
perturbed radial velocity and displacement, and then, the practical sta-
bility will change accordingly.

III. VORTEX-KINK MODE
A. Uniform mean profiles

Basically, the linear growth rate of instability can be expressed as

c ¼ < @t~nr

~nr

 !
¼ < ~vr

~nr

 !
¼ j~vr j
j~nr j

cos ð#~vr � #~nr
Þ; (8)

where ~vr ¼ j~vrðw; tÞjei#~vr ðw;tÞeim#�inf and ~nr ¼ j~nrðw; tÞjei#~n r
ðw;tÞ

�eim#�inf are the perturbed radial velocity and displacement, and m
and n are poloidal and toroidal mode number, respectively. The key
physics in Eq. (1) is that displacing the mean profiles results in inter-
acting vorticity waves, which impact the perturbed velocity field and
displacement.24 The phase difference between ~vr and ~nr is crucial to
the stability because it determines the system to be stable
[cos ð#~vr � #~n r

Þ � 0] or unstable [cos ð#~vr � #~nr
Þ > 0]. Here, we

construct several simulations with self-consistent simplified circular
geometry equilibria to develop further understanding of the key phys-
ics. One is the mean flow destabilizes stable kink modes, and the other
one is the mean flow stabilizes unstable kink modes. For the sake of
simplicity, we did not include the evolution of the pressure perturba-
tion [Eq. (2)], the curvature term [the third term on the right-hand-
side (RHS) of Eq. (1)], and non-ideal effects (i.e., ion diamagnetic drift,
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gyroviscosity, resistivity, and hyper-resistivity). So, the ballooning
drive is excluded in this section. In addition, we assumed a constant
density as n0 ¼ 5� 1019 m�3 in this section. The normalized alfv�en
time is sA ¼ 9:17� 10�7 s with the reference length �R ¼ 3:14 m and
magnetic field strength �B ¼ 1:57T, respectively. For the first case,
Fig. 1 shows that the mean flow can destabilize the stable kink modes.
Both the mean current and vorticity nearly have steep jumps, and the
constant q value is close to an integer 2 (so that the pure kink mode is
stable for step like current profile32). The quantitative analyses show
that the larger mean vorticity, the larger growth rate. Furthermore, we
can see that the cosine of cross phase #~vr � #~nr

has a similar trend to
the growth rate, meaning that increasing mean vorticity results in
stronger phase-locking [i.e., larger cos ð#~vr � #~nr

Þ]. In the second
case, Fig. 2 shows that the mean flow can stabilize the unstable kink
modes, in which the constant q value is far away from the integer 2
(so that the pure kink mode is unstable for step like current profile32).

The results show that the larger mean vorticity, the smaller growth rate.
In particular, only the cosine of cross phase #~vr � #~nr

has a similar
trend to the growth rate, while the amplitude ratio j~vrj=j~nr j indicates
the opposite tendency. This phenomenon reveals that increasing mean
vorticity results in stronger dephasing [i.e., smaller cos ð#~v r � #~nr

Þ],
thus leading to smaller growth rate (i.e., stabilizing effect).

The main physics here is that the vorticity (flow shear) dephases
the perturbed radial velocity and displacement while the vorticity gra-
dient tends to align them.24 For the step like drop of vorticity profiles,
they contain vorticity and vorticity gradient, both of which will affect
the stability behavior. The actual stability depends on their relative
competition. In Fig. 1, the vorticity gradient dominates, so it destabil-
izes the stable kink mode. In Fig. 2, the vorticity dominates, leading to
a stabilizing effect on the unstable kink mode. If we consider a con-
stant vorticity profile, which means the effect of vorticity gradient is
excluded, then we found that the results are similar to Fig. 2, i.e., the

FIG. 1. Mean flow destabilizes stable kink modes: (a) the mean current, mean vorticity (which has been normalized to their maximum value) and safety factor q profile, (b) the
growth rate, (c) the corresponding spatially averaged cosine of cross phase #~v r � #~n r

, where #~v r and #~n r
are the phase of perturbed radial velocity and displacement, respec-

tively, and (d) the corresponding spatially averaged amplitude ratio of j~v r j to j~n r j. Here the toroidal mode number is n¼ 1.

FIG. 2. Mean flow stabilizes unstable kink modes: (a) the mean current, mean vorticity (which has been normalized to their maximum value) and safety factor q profile, (b) the
growth rate, (c) the corresponding spatially averaged cosine of cross phase #~v r � #~n r

, and (d) the corresponding spatially averaged amplitude ratio of j~v r j to j~n r j. Here the
toroidal mode number is n¼ 1.
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unstable kink mode will be stabilized. Furthermore, if the mean vortic-
ity is increased to a larger value, e.g., �x0=xA ¼ 1:02, there would not
be an eigenmode anymore, and the (cosine of the) cross phase between
perturbed radial velocity and displacement will become nonuniform
and vary with space and time.33

It is worth mentioning that for step like current profiles, its lin-
ear stability of the driven kink modes is theoretically discussed
through the reduced MHD equations.32 For the case of Fig. 2, the
poloidal mode structure of the pure unstable m=n ¼ 2=1 kink mode
(�x0=xA ¼ 0 case) is shown in Fig. 3. As we can see, there is not too
much difference between the theory and the simulation, and the dis-
crepancy may be resulted from the fact that the current profile is not
a completely step profile, the geometry is different and so forth. In
addition, the flute reduction assumption by neglecting derivatives
along the magnetic field line in the simulation model may have limi-
tations in accurately calculating the n¼ 1 kink mode,34 which indi-
cates that the full-MHD model may be required for a further
investigation.35

B. Nonuniform mean profiles

Next, we construct linear simulations with nonuniform mean
current and vorticity profiles, which will bring in magnetic shear.
Figure 4 shows the mean parallel current profile and two different
mean vorticity profiles. We know that different E�B mean flow cor-
responds to different Er profiles, the contained Er-shear is related to
the vorticity and the Er-curvature is related to the mean vorticity gradi-
ent. To quantify the relative competition between the Er-curvature and
Er-shear, we define a parameterREr

REr ¼

ð1
win

jE00r jdwð1
win

jE0r jdw
Dw �

ð1
win

j�x00jdwð1
win

j�x0jdw
Dw; (9)

where wnor ¼ win and wnor ¼ 1 denote the position of inner radial
boundary and separatrix, respectively. Dw ¼ 1� win is the width of
integral length. For the two vorticity profiles in Fig. 4(b), we found
that REr ;flow1 > REr ;flow2, which means that the red curve (marked as
“flow1”) is Er-curvature dominant, or in other words, the blue curve
(marked as “flow2”) is Er-shear dominant. Figure 5 shows the Root-
Mean-Square (RMS) of the perturbed electrostatic potential. It clearly
reveals that the linear growth rate (c) of Er-curvature (Er-shear) domi-
nant case is larger (smaller) than that of the pure kink mode, i.e.,
cw=flow1 > cw=o flow > cw=flow2. As a consequence, we can draw the con-
clusion that the Er-curvature tends to destabilize while Er-shear tends
to stabilize the kink mode, leading to a joint “vortex-kink” mode.

IV. IMPACT OF Er-SHEAR AND Er-CURVATURE

To go further and to be more general, we include the effect of
equilibrium pressure gradient (i.e., ballooning effect), the pressure per-
turbation evolution and non-ideal effects. Thus, it extends to complete
three-field two fluid equations as shown in Sec. II. In this part, two
serials of equilibrium profiles in JET-like tokamak geometry with
shifted circular cross section, as shown in Fig. 6, are used in our simu-
lations.36,37 The equilibrium density profiles are given by niðwnorÞ
¼ neðwnorÞ ¼ ne0 � P0ðwnorÞ

0:3, assuming that the ion and
electron temperatures are equal [Te ¼ Ti ¼ P0=ð2neÞ]. Here equilib-
rium P0;1 and P0;2 in Fig. 6 are with the same central density
ne0 ¼ 3� 1019 m�3. In addition, the normalized alfv�en time is

FIG. 3. Mode structure of the perturbed electrostatic potential for the m ¼ 2; n ¼ 1
kink mode. The red curve denotes the simulation results from BOUTþþ. The black
curve denotes the theoretical mode structure based on Ref. 32 (pp. 65–70).

FIG. 4. (a) Mean parallel current profile.
(b) Two mean vorticity profiles.
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sA ¼ 3:36� 10�7 s with the reference length �R ¼ 3:38 m, ion num-
ber density n0 ¼ 1� 1019 m�3, and magnetic field strength
�B ¼ 2:06T, respectively. Equilibrium P0;1 has larger pressure gradient
and bootstrap current (which corresponds to larger growth rate), and
it is mainly dominated by low-n Peeling–Ballooning unstable modes,
so that it is much more suitable to investigate the driving effects.
Equilibrium P0;2 (dashed lines in Fig. 6) has much lower pressure and
current, which is adopted to avoid ELMs (or in other words, to get sat-
urated state) throughout the nonlinear simulations for the further
study of the external torque (such as neutral beam injection).

According to the radial force balance, the total radial electric field
can be expressed as

Er;total ¼ Er;dia0 þ Er;net

¼ rPi
Zieni

� RBp
dUV0ðwÞ

dw

¼ rPi
Zieni

� RBp D0 1� tanhðDsðwnor � w0ÞÞ
� �

þ C
� �

; (10)

where the Er;dia0 part corresponds to pressure gradient contribution,
and the Er;net part corresponds to the net equilibrium flow contribu-
tion, respectively. First, we choose P0;1 as the equilibrium profile,
D0 ¼ 45 krad=s, Ds¼ 15, C ¼ 3 krad=s, and w0 ¼ 0:855 (which is the
largest pressure gradient location). Figure 7(a) shows the profiles of
various radial electric field components at the outer mid-plane, where
the diamagnetic electric field is always negative because it is deter-
mined by the pressure gradient. The electric field of net equilibrium
flow can be positive or negative, depending on the net equilibrium
flow in co-direction (marked as “co”) or counter-direction (marked as
“counter”) of the ion diamagnetic flow.

The results of their corresponding linear growth rate [Fig. 7(b)]
show that Er;net;counter will cause a stabilizing effect on the low-
and medium-n modes [shifting the whole cðnÞ spectrum downwards],
while Er;net;co will cause a destabilizing effect on these modes [shifting
the whole cðnÞ spectrum upwards]. For a deeper analysis, the detailed
Er-shear and Er-curvature of the Er profiles in Fig. 7(a) are compared
in Fig. 8. From the previous arguments, we already know that Er-shear
tends to stabilize, while Er-curvature tends to destabilize the kink
modes. For the case of co-direction of ion-diamagnetic net equilibrium
flow [Fig. 8(a)], we can see that the Er-shear peaks at the left side of w0

while the Er-curvature is at the right side. So, it will result in a destabi-
lizing effect on the right side and a stabilizing effect on the left side of
w0. In this case, as the Er-curvature plays a dominant role, the mode
structure will peak at the right side of w0 (red curves in Fig. 9). On the
other hand, for the case of counter-direction of ion-diamagnetic net
equilibrium flow [Fig. 8(b)], both the Er-shear and Er-curvature peak
at the right side of w0. There is a competition between Er-shear’s stabi-
lizing effect and Er-curvature’s destabilizing effect. In this case, the Er-
shear dominates. As a result, the mode structure will peak at the left
side of w0 (blue curves in Fig. 9).

For various types of Er profiles, we found that when the lowest
point of Er shifts rightwards, REr increases (i.e., the Er-curvature’s
destabilizing effect plays a dominant role), then the MHD modes will
be destabilized [Figs. 10(a) and 10(b)]. When the lowest point of Er
shifts leftwards, REr decreases (i.e., the Er-shear’s stabilizing effect
plays a dominant role), then the MHD modes will be stabilized [Figs.
10(c) and 10(d)].24 The stabilizing and destabilizing effect stem from
dephasing and phase locking between h~vr and h~nr

as discussed in Sec.
III.

Second, we chose P0;2 as the equilibrium profile to get a steady
state because it has relatively small pressure gradient and it is linear
stable. Then we add two different external “experimental shape” Er
profiles (torques)36 (Er;torque1 and Er;torque2 in Fig. 11) separately to
investigate their linear and nonlinear impacts. For these two Er pro-
files, Fig. 12 shows that their Er-shear and Er-curvature both peak at
the right side of w0 (the peak of torque1’s Er-curvature is closer to w0),
and the ratio REr ;torque1 > REr ;torque2. Therefore, we speculate that

FIG. 5. Time evolution of the RMS of the perturbed electrostatic potential at the
most unstable location of the pure kink mode. Here the toroidal mode number is
n¼ 3.

FIG. 6. Two serials of equilibrium profiles in JET-like Tokamak geometry including
bootstrap current with a shifted circular cross section. The solid lines represent
equilibrium P0;1 and dashed lines represent equilibrium P0;2, respectively. The equi-
librium P0;2 has the same central density as P0;1, but only half pressure of equilib-
rium P0;1.
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Er;torque1 will destabilize more and stronger low n modes than Er;torque2
based on discussions from P0;1. Figure 13(a) shows that for the case of
external torque1, the linear growth rate spectrum cðnÞ concentrates
on low-n modes with the most unstable mode n¼ 7. For the case of
external torque2, although the Er-shear is moderate where the Er-cur-
vature peaks, the Er-curvature plays a dominant role in determining
the stability, i.e., a destabilizing effect as shown in Fig. 13(a) (blue
curve), where cðnÞ concentrates on medium-n modes with the most
unstable mode n¼ 12. In addition, as the strength of these two Er

profiles are in a comparable level, their maximum growth rate is nearly
the same. It should be noted that for the medium-n modes (n � 10),
they are ballooning like modes. The peak of Er-shear in torque1’s case
is closer to the largest pressure gradient location than torque2’s case;
hence, its stabilization effect on these medium-n modes is stronger
than torque2. As a result, the growth rate of the medium-n modes for
torque1’s case is smaller than that of torque2’s case.

Figures 13(b)–13(d) show the mode structure of the perturbed
electrostatic potential with different external torques, where the

FIG. 7. (a) Different Er profiles’ compo-
nents at the outer mid-plane. (b) The cor-
responding growth rate spectrum. “w/o
flow” (black curves) denotes without net
equilibrium flow, counter (blue curves)
denotes net equilibrium flow in counter-
direction of ion diamagnetic flow, and “co”
(red curves) denotes net equilibrium flow
in co-direction of ion diamagnetic flow.

FIG. 8. Normalized Er, Er-shear, and Er-
curvature profiles for net equilibrium flow
in the (a) co-direction and (b) counter-
direction of ion diamagnetic flow. The ver-
tical dashed line denotes the location of
the largest pressure gradient.

FIG. 9. Mode structures of the (a) per-
turbed pressure and (b) perturbed electro-
static potential. The toroidal mode number
is n¼ 7 and the vertical dashed line
denotes the location of the largest pres-
sure gradient.
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toroidal mode number is n¼ 7. The mode structure of =~/ has an odd
parity around the largest pressure gradient, while <~/ does not show
clear even or odd parity. An important point is that the destabilized
unstable mode is mainly dominated by the Er curvature, whose peaks
are on the right side of the largest pressure gradient location (w0). As a

consequence, both the peaks of j~/j in these two cases are located at
the right side of w0. In addition, the peak of torque1’s j~/j is closer to
w0 because the peak of Er;torque1’s Er-curvature is much closer to w0.
The correlating evidence with the cases studied in this paper are quali-
tatively consistent with our previous results and arguments that it is
the Er-curvature that tends to destabilize the edge MHDmodes.24

In the nonlinear stage, we define a dimensionless parameter to
study the property of edge energy loss fraction38

DPED ¼
DWPED

WPED
¼

ðwout

win

dw
þ
Jdhdz0ðP0 � hPiz0 Þðwout

win

dw
þ
P0Jdhdz

0
; (11)

i.e., the ratio of the energy loss DWPED to the pedestal stored energy
WPED. The lower integral limit is the pedestal inner radial boundary
win, and the upper limit is the location of the largest pressure gradient
location wout. P is the pedestal pressure at time t, P0 is the initial pedes-
tal pressure, and symbol hiz0 means the average over bi-normal
periodic coordinate z0 [z0 ¼ f�

Ð h
h0
�ðw; hÞdh, where � is the local

field-line pitch]. J�1 ¼ Bh=hh (hh ¼ 1=jrhj) is the Jacobian in the
field aligned coordinate.25 For the case without external torque, it is
linear stable, so the RMS of the perturbed pressure saturated at a rela-
tively small amplitude [black curve in Fig. 14(a)], and the energy loss
fraction is nearly zero during the whole period [black curve in Fig.
14(b)]. For the case of external torque1, its narrow linear growth rate

FIG. 10. (a) Lowest point of Er shifts right-
wards, REr increases, the MHD modes
are destabilized as shown in (b) the corre-
sponding linear growth rate spectrum of
different Er profiles with the same color in
(a). (c) Lowest point of Er shifts leftwards,
REr decreases, the MHD modes are sta-
bilized as shown in (d) the corresponding
linear growth rate spectrum of different Er
profiles with the same color in (c). The
vertical dashed line denotes the location
of the largest pressure gradient.

FIG. 11. Different Er profiles with different experimental shape components (tor-
ques) at the outer mid-plane: torque1 (red curves) and torque2 (blue curves).
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spectrum leads to a weak mode–mode coupling;29,30 thus, the fluctua-
tions will grow for a long time in the linear stage (lasts for about 510
sA), resulting in relatively larger saturation level [red curve in Fig.
14(a)] and energy loss fraction [red curve in Fig. 14(b)] compared
with the case without external torque. For the case of external torque2,
the broad linear growth rate spectrum corresponds to relatively strong
mode–mode coupling. The fluctuations will grow for a shorter time
(lasts for about 435 sA) in the linear stage [blue curve in Fig. 14(a)],
and the energy loss fraction [blue curve in Fig. 14(b)] is smaller com-
pared with external torque1’s case. It should be mentioned that these
two cases with external torques are saturated at a comparable
PRMS level [Fig. 14(a)] without continuous energy loss [e.g., Fig. 13(a)

in Ref. 37], so it is suggested that these two ELM-free cases both may
help for modest particle and energy release (especially impurity
removal) to get rid of large ELM crash events.36,37

V. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

In this paper, we extend the concept of vorticity wave interactions
to MHD systems at the edge of tokamaks. Both the current gradient
and vorticity gradient could produce local vorticity waves, and they
may couple to form a joint mode. We found that in the case of uni-
form current and vorticity distributions, stable kink mode may be
destabilized by the stable mean flow, resulting in instability.
Additionally, unstable kink modes may be stabilized by the mean flow.

FIG. 12. Normalized Er, Er-shear and
Er-curvature for the case of (a) external
torque1 and (b) external torque2. The ver-
tical dashed line denotes the location of
the largest pressure gradient.

FIG. 13. (a) Linear growth rate spectrum
of P0;2 with external torque. Mode struc-
tures of the perturbed electrostatic poten-
tial with different external torques, which
have been normalized to their respective
maximum amplitude values: (b), (c), and
(d) shows the radial profiles of the ampli-
tude j~/j, imaginary part =~/ and real part
<~/, respectively. Here the vertical
dashed line denotes the location of the
largest pressure gradient, and the toroidal
mode number is ¼ 7.
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The essential physics of the joint vortex-kink mode depend on the
relationship between the perturbed radial velocity and displacement.
In the case of nonuniform profiles, we found that Er-shear tends to sta-
bilize the low n kink modes, while Er-curvature tends to destabilize the
kink modes. There is a competition between Er-curvature’s destabiliz-
ing and Er-shear’s stabilizing effect, and their ratio could be measured
as a quantitative parameter. For linear low-n dominant
Peeling–Ballooning unstable equilibrium, when the lowest point of Er
profile shifts leftwards (rightwards), the ratio [REr in Eq. (9)] between
Er-curvature and Er-shear is smaller (larger), thus the
Peeling–Ballooning modes will becomemore stable (unstable). For lin-
ear stable equilibrium, the larger REr causes more unstable
Peeling–Ballooning modes, leading to the narrower cðnÞ spectrum,
and the higher nonlinear energy loss fraction.

In short, the dual role of the radial electric field Er enlightens us
that a shallower Er may also has good stability if the Er-shear plays a
dominant role. On the other hand, even a deeper Er-profile may be
more unstable if Er-curvature plays a dominant role. In other words,
the shape of Er profile is crucial to the stability and even transport, not
only the strength or depth.

By means of the analysis above, it is interesting and significant to
investigate the ELM-free steady-state scenarios of real tokamak experi-
ments. Moreover, the net poloidal flow introduced in this work will
generate the parallel return flow so as to satisfy the divergence free
condition r � V ¼ 0 in the toroidal devices, which has not been con-
sidered yet. The parallel return flow, on the one side, may drive MHD
instability directly through parallel flow shear.39,40 Conversely, the par-
allel return flow will modify the vorticity and vorticity gradient, which
will impact the vorticity wave interaction. The investigation of the fun-
damental physics is an interesting question for further work. In addi-
tion, the theoretical investigation of nonlinear Peeling–Ballooning
modes with external torque (flow), especially the feedback of instabil-
ities to the equilibrium Er profiles will be our next step work in the
future.
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